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Stacey is 
a young 
intern!



Some time not too long ago in a fictional dimension of
„Office Party“…

Office Party
Special

The Dictaphone
Part III

In part I Julie has found a dictaphone that can change
reality. Not realizing this at first Julie changed some stuff
around the office and then left the dictaphone at her desk
where Sayo… well… took it. During her experimentations
in part two, Sayo turned Julie into a robot-like coffee
maker while also managing to lose the dictaphone to
Isabel who made herself the boss of the office.

Various Characters have already been changed in physical
as well as mental ways and more is yet to come… In part
three we will revisit previous transformations and how
they impact the office. We‘ll get a glimpse at how Isabel
handles her new role as a boss. But the mainly we will
follow around Stacey who is age regressed down to a
naive 18-year-old intern.



Great work 
boss!

I don’t know what 
you did tell them, 

but somehow, 
you’ve charmed 

them.

… and then they 
signed the contract, 
as is! No negotiations 
at all! And it’s really 
to our advantage… a 

lot! 

Being the boss of a 
successful company is 

actually quite easy when 
you have a reality-altering 
omnipotent device in your 

hands. *chuckle*



Is there 
anything 

else?

No, Mam. 
That’s all.

Alright. 
Please be a dear 
and find Stacey 
for me. Tell her 

I want to see 
her in half an 

hour.

Okay.

Oh, and please 
send your husband 
in on your way out. 

I really need a 
hard fuck right 

now.

Holy… Her tits 
put even my 

rack to 
shame…

But right 
now… I’m more 

in the mood 
for cock…

Sure, thing 
boss. You 
deserve it!



How can such 
a tiny girl have 

such a big rack.

Anyway. It’s time to 
deal with Stacey. I 
might be the boss 
around now… but 
she’s still acting all 
high and mighty.

Stacey is a naive 
girl who just 

graduated high-
school and started 
here as an intern a 

month ago.
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Same time in the file cabinet. Urgh. I hate 
searching for 
files. This is 
so below my 
paygrade!



Oh darn.
Where could 
that stupid 

file be?

The file 
cabinet is so 
confusing!

All these 
boxes…

If I don’t 
find that 

file… will I 
be fired?

Hey Stace.
Still trouble finding 

the right file?
Well, it can be a 
bitch sometimes.



Follow age-regressed Stacey around the office
and see how the previous changes of the reality-
altering dictaphone have influenced daily office
life…







End of Teaser

The full comic is 33 pages long, includes 5
pinups. It’s for adults only and available on
my Patreon Site for Connoisseur-Tier
members or in my Gumroad-Shop:

Also note that in February the Voting for how
“Office Party” shall end will take place on
Patreon. So, if you want to influence the
main story to some extent, maybe join up in
February ;)
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